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Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS) 

I can determine the main idea of an informational text. (RI.3.2) 

I can retell key ideas from an informational text. (RI.3.2) 

I can use information from illustrations (maps, photographs) to understand informational texts. (RI.3.7) 

I can use information from the words to understand informational texts. (RI.3.7) 

I can document what I learn about a topic by taking notes. (W.3.8) 

I can answer questions using specific details from the text. (RI.3.1)  

I can use what the sentence says to help me determine what a word or phrase means. (L.3.4) 

I can describe how events, ideas, or concepts in an informational text are related. (RI.3.3) 

Supporting Learning Targets Ongoing Assessment 

• I can identify the main idea of pages 26–31 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle by reading the text closely. 

• I can list key details in the text that support the main idea.  

• I can explain how information in the illustrations and the words help me understand these scientific concepts.  

• I can determine the meaning of new vocabulary using clues in the text around a word.  

• I can explain what adaptations help bullfrogs survive. 

• Mid-Unit Assessment: Close Reading of 

Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (pages 26-31) 

• Tracking My Progress, Unit 1  
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Agenda Teaching Notes 

1. Opening 

A. Vocabulary in Action (15 minutes) 

B. Engaging the Reader: Things Close Readers Do 

(5 minutes)  

2. Work Time  

A. Mid-Unit Assessment: Close Reading on My 

Own (35 minutes)  

3. Closing and Assessment 

A. Tracking My Progress (5 minutes) 

4. Homework 

A. Reread pages 26–31 of Bullfrog at Magnolia 

Circle out loud to someone at home. Tell them 

what you learned about how male bullfrogs 

attract a mate.  What was your favorite part of 

the story? List 5 new words from the story you 

learned. 

• This lesson follows the same structure as Lesson 4 for the Vocabulary in Action activity. Keep the triads the 

same as those used in Lesson 4. If all students did not have time in Lesson 4 to perform their sentence skits, 

be sure that remaining triads get a chance to perform today with today’s sentences.  

• Make sure the sentence strips for pages 8-11 and 16-25 are copied and cut up in preparation of the 

Vocabulary in Action activity (see Supporting Materials). 

• In this lesson, students independently apply the close reading skills they have been building in Lessons 2–5.  

• Because this is a reading assessment, do not read the text aloud (as was done in previous 

lessons).  

• The 2-Point Rubric-Writing from Sources/Short Response is available as a resource for teachers for 

evaluating the students’ written responses.  

• Students may finish close reading of pages 26–31 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle at different times. See notes 

in the lesson plan for options for extension activities. One activity is the “Favorite Phrases in Bullfrog at 

Magnolia Circle” located in Supporting Materials. 

• Review: Helping Students Read Closely (Appendix 1). 

• Locate the anchor chart from Module 1 titled Things Close Readers Do (or be prepared to begin a new chart). 

• Students formally self-assess after the mid-unit assessment. See the Tracking My Progress recording form. 

Remind students that they have been doing this sort of self-assessment orally during lesson debriefs; in this 

lesson, they will just do it in writing.  
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Lesson Vocabulary Materials 

adaptation, facts, definitions, details, survive  • Sentence strips for pages 8–11 and 16–25 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (one strip per group; several 

groups may use the same sentence) 

• Vocabulary in Action anchor chart (from Lesson 4) 

• Things Close Readers Do anchor chart (from Module 1, or begin a new chart with this same title) 

• Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle by Deborah Dennard (book; one per student) 

• Mid-Unit 1 Assessment: Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle, pages 26-31 (one per student) 

• Mid-Unit 1 Tracking My Progress recording form (one per student) 

• Chart paper for How Do Frogs Survive? anchor chart (new; co-created with students during Closing B) 

• Lesson 6 Homework (one per student) 

Supplemental Materials 

• Favorite Phrases in Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (optional; one per student) 

• Mid-Unit 1 Assessment: Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle , pages 26-31 (Answers, for 

Teacher Reference) 

• 2-Point Rubric- Writing from Sources/Short Response (for Teacher Reference) 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Vocabulary in Action (12 minutes) 

• Tell students that they now will work with more words from Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle by doing another round of acting out 

sentences as was done in Lesson 4. 

• There may have been many words on pages 8-11 and 16-25 that were difficult for students to understand.  

• Post and read the learning target: “I can determine the meaning of new vocabulary using clues in the text around a word.”  

• Remind students that the use of context clues is a strategy they have practiced a lot: looking at clues in the text around the unfamiliar 

word, and then replacing the word with other words that might mean the same thing. But today they will be performing little stories 

or skits that put the vocabulary into action we can all watch.  

• Display the Vocabulary in Action anchor chart (from Lesson 4) which lists the steps for the activity: 

* Read the sentence on the strip of paper out loud to each other. 

* Figure out what the bold word(s) mean. Notice that all of these words are verbs (action words). 

* Talk together about any other words you don’t know. 

* Plan how to “show” what this sentence means by acting it out.  

* Choose two people to be the ‘actors’ and one person to be the ‘narrator.’ The narrator reads the sentence aloud while the actors act 

out the sentence.  

• Distribute the sentence strips for pages 4–7 and 12–15 to students (one strip per group of three using the same groups as in 

Lesson 4). Give students 8 minutes to discuss their sentence and prepare their skit. Circulate to support as needed. 

• Then take 10 minutes (total) for each triad to perform in front of the class. Make sure to start with any triads that might not have 

gotten a chance to perform in Lesson 4. After each triad performs, ask:  

* “How does this sentence help us understand how bullfrogs live?” 

• Increase interactions with 

vocabulary in context. This 

increases the rate of 

vocabulary acquisition for 

ELLs. 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Engaging the Reader: Things Close Readers Do (3 minutes)  

• Gather students back together as a group. Tell them that today they are going to “show what they know” about reading closely. They 

will read another section from Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle and take the same kind of notes they have done in previous lessons with 

other sections of the book.  

• Instead of going through each learning target, work with an anchor chart or some other means to quickly review all the things 

students have been learning as close readers. Either build on the Things Close Readers Do anchor chart (from Module 1), or 

begin a new chart with that same title or conduct a brisk review orally.  

• Ask students: 

* “What have we been learning about how to read closely?” 

* “What specifically have we been learning about how to read informational text to become experts on a topic?” 

• Listen for students to offer comments much like today’s learning targets. Make that connection. Probe as needed, emphasizing the 

importance of rereading, asking questions, looking in the text for answers, finding the main idea, finding details that support that 

idea, and thinking about how the illustrations help to understand the words. 

• Tell students that these are exactly the skills that they will get to demonstrate on their mid-unit assessment. They should keep 

thinking about what helps frogs survive as they are doing their assessment.  

• When introducing new 

vocabulary, consider having 

the words written on index 

cards. Show the card to 

students when talking 

about the word. Then post 

the word on a word wall. 

This is helpful to visual 

learners.  
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Work Time Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Mid-Unit Assessment: Close Reading on My Own (35 minutes)  

• Students will need their copy of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (pages 26–31) and the Mid-Unit 1 Assessment: Close 

Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (pages 26-31).  

• Remind students that they should read the text multiple times: 

*  First for the flow 

* Then for the gist and to identify unfamiliar words 

* Again to think about the main idea and details 

* One last time to answer the questions  

• Answer any clarifying questions students may have.  

• Give students 30 minutes to complete the assessment.  

• Students who finish early may: 

- reread Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle 

- chart more vivid phrases to share with the class 

- continue reading in their independent reading book for this unit 

• Collect students’ Mid-unit Assessments.  

 

Note: The Tracking My Progress portion of the assessment will be done during the Closing of the lesson. 

• Consider focusing struggling 

readers just on pages 27 and 

28, which provide most of the 

essential information about 

how the tadpoles survive.  
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Closing and Assessment Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Tracking My Progress (5 minutes) 

• Distribute the Mid-Unit 1 Tracking My Progress recording form to students. Explain that this is a chance for them to think 

about how well they are doing meeting two of the main targets they have been working on in the unit thus far. 

• Read through the tracker and provide clarification as necessary for students. Have students independently complete their 

trackers. 

• Struggling learners or ELLs 

may need to do the Tracking 

My Progress 1:1 in order to 

make sense of the demands of 

the activity. 

 

 

Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

• Reread pages 26–31 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle out loud to someone at home. Tell them what you learned about how male 

bullfrogs attract a mate.  What was your favorite part of the story? List 5 new words from the story you learned. 

 

Note: Save all Unit 1 recording forms and student work for use in Unit 2. 

 

In preparation for Opening A of Lesson 7, ask struggling learners and ELLs the following question: How do frogs survive? Taking 

their thinking, create an idea card for each of these students that they can have to access in Opening A of Lesson 7. 

• For struggling readers, assign 

them just page 27 to reread, 

and have them read that one 

page twice. 
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Sentence Strips for Pages 8–11 and 16–25 of 

Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle 

 
Directions to Teacher: In advance, copy this sheet and cut it into strips, so each pair of students can 
receive one sentence strip. 
 

As Bullfrog pulls his long body up the bank of the bayou, a 

crayfish emerges from a chimney made of mud. (page 9) 

In less than a half a second, Bullfrog springs forward. His 

long, sticky tongue shoots out and grabs the crayfish. 

(page 9) 

The crayfish struggles, but Bullfrog uses his front legs to 

stuff the crustacean into his mouth.  

(page 11) 

As he swallows, his large bulging eyeballs sink into his 

head to push the crayfish farther down his throat. (page 11) 

A sphinx moth flutters past Bullfrog and lands on a blade 

of a wild weed near the water. (page 16) 
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A nice, fat juicy bullfrog would satisfy a hungry heron. 

(page 19) 

 

Ever so slowly, the heron stalks its prey. (page 20) 

The heron moves slowly closer to unsuspecting Bullfrog. 

(page 20) 

Squawking a loud complaint, the heron takes to the air, 

leaving Bullfrog behind, unharmed.  

(page 23) 

The bullfrog, startled by the departing heron, leaps into 

the water, but soon returns to the shore. (page 24) 
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:  

Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (Pages 26-31) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
Directions: 
 

1. Read pages 26–31 in Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle for the flow.  

2. Reread the same pages, thinking about the gist and important words.  

3. Read again, this time taking notes on the recording form (parts 1-3). 

4. Answer the questions on “Questions from the Text” (part 4). 

 

Topic: _________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 1: What do you think is the main idea of this section of the text? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Part 2: Key details from the text that help me understand the main idea  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:  

Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (Pages 26-31) 

 

Part 3: Key details from the illustrations that help me understand the main idea 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 4: Answering Text-dependent Questions 

 

1. What does the word chorus mean as it is used on page 31? 

a. one bullfrog making the same sound over and over again 

b. a big noise made by jumping into the water 

c. the sound of a lot of bullfrogs croaking at once 

d. talking to a female bullfrog 

 
Which of the phrases from the passage best helps you understand the meaning of 
the word chorus? 

a. “his legs spread out” 

b. “He croaks again and again” 

c. “The voices of other males join in” 

d. “fills the air” 
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2. How does the male bullfrog attract a female? 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Reread page 28. What adaptations described on the page help frogs to survive?  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:  

Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (Pages 26-31) 

Answers for Teacher Reference 

 
Note: There is no single “right answer” to the main idea of this passage. Focus on whether the main 

idea students identify is reasonable, and whether the key details they list support the main idea they 

identified. Below is merely a single example of one such “reasonable response.” 

 

Topic: Finding a mate/life cycle 

 

Main idea of this section of the text 

Male bullfrogs compete with other male bullfrogs to find mates. 

Male frogs look for a special place to attract a female bullfrog. 

Key details from the text that help me understand the main idea 

Bullfrogs know other bullfrogs are around because of the loud croaking noises. 

Bullfrogs might have to wrestle other bullfrogs. 

Bullfrogs might just croak really loud to compete with other bullfrogs. 

Bullfrogs call female frogs with their croaking voice. 

Bullfrogs swim into the water lilies to wait for a mate. 

Key details from the illustrations that help me understand the main idea 

The picture on pages 26–27 shows four male frogs competing. One frog is facing the other three. 

The picture on page 29 shows a bullfrog diving into the water lilies. It is looking for its special 

place.  

The picture on page 30 shows the male bullfrog waiting for his female mate. He is looking, 

looking, looking.  
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:  

Close Reading of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle (Pages 26-31) 

Answers for Teacher Reference 

 
1. What does the word chorus mean as it is used on page 31? 

a. one bullfrog making the same sound over and over again 

b. a big noise made by jumping into the water 

c. the sound of a lot of bullfrogs croaking at once 

d. talking to a female  

 

Which of the phrases from the passage best helps you understand the meaning of the word chorus? 

(L.3.4) 

 

a. “his legs spread out” 

b. “He croaks again and again” 

c. “The voices of other males join in” 

d. “fills the air” 

 

 

2. How does the male bullfrog attract a mate? (RI.3.2) 

 

A male bullfrog attracts a mate by calling to her in his deep booming voice. He 

croaks and croaks “Brrwoom.” 

 

3. What adaptations described on page 28 helps frogs to survive?  

 

“A special layer of skin protects Bullfrogs open eyes so he can see underwater.” (Page 28) 
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment: 

Tracking My Progress Recording Form 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 
 

Learning Target:  

I can determine the main idea of an informational text. (RI.3.2) 
 

 

1. Here is this target in my own words:  

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

2. How am I doing with this target? Circle one. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. My evidence to support this is: 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

I need more help to learn this. I am on my way! I understand some of this. 
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment: 

Tracking My Progress Recording Form 

 
 

Learning targets:  

I can use information from illustrations (maps, photographs) to understand informational texts.     

   (RI.3.7) 

I can use information from the words to understand informational texts. (RI.3.7) 
 

 

1. Here are these targets in my own words:  

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. How am I doing with these two targets? Circle one. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. My evidence to support this is: 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

I need more help to learn this. I am on my way! I understand some of this. 
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Lesson 6 Homework 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 

Reread pages 26–31 of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle out loud to someone at 

home. Tell them what you learned about how male bullfrogs attract a mate.   

 

What was your favorite part of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle? Tell the page 

number and why you liked this part. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

List 5 new words you learned from the story. 

1. ________________________ 

2. ________________________ 

3. ________________________ 

4. ________________________ 

5. ________________________ 
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2-point Rubric—Writing from Sources/Short Response1 

For Teacher Reference 

 

Use the below rubric for determining scores on short answers in this assessment. 

 

2-point 

Response 

The features of a 2-point response are: 

 Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the 

prompt 

 Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt 

 Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information 

from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the 

prompt 

 Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other 

information from the text as required by the prompt 

 Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability 

 

1-point Response The features of a 1-point response are: 

 A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required 

by the prompt 

 Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other 

information from the text to develop response according to the 

requirements of the prompt 

 Incomplete sentences or bullets 

 

0-point 
Response 

The features of a 0-point response are: 

 A response that does not address any of the requirements of the 

prompt or is totally inaccurate 

 No response (blank answer) 

 A response that is not written in English 

 A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable 

 

1 From New York State Department of Education, October 6, 2012. 
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Favorite Phrases in Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle 

 
 
Skim back through the entire text of Bullfrog at Magnolia Circle to find sentences or 

phrases you particularly loved. Some possible reasons for choosing them could 

include: 

 They were especially vivid for you in how they ‘painted a picture’ in your mind. 

 You liked the way they sounded when you read aloud or “in your head.” 

 They helped you to understand what was shown on the illustrations. 

 

Page Words or phrases I especially 
liked from the text 

Why I liked this word or phrase 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Extra: Students who do this Favorite Phrases activity can share it with others who also completed it. 


